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16  INT
1985 BAR BY STAGE
Ken is speaking with Gloria by the bathrooms and as
he leaves her…

NIGHT
6, 14, 32,

34, 55,
 Twisted Oaks

Saloon
 2 0/0

INT. 1985 BAR BY STAGE - NIGHT16 16

Ken is speaking with Gloria by the  and as 
he leaves her to get drinks, Mike walks towards the 
side of the stage from the back door and sees the 
beautiful blonde Goddess YOUNG GLORIA, leaning 
against the wall distraught. Mike, being the man 
about town, that he believes he is, jumps right in 
with:

bathrooms

YOUNG MIKE
Hey good looking. What’s a
girl like you doing in a place
like this? How about a drink
blondie?

Gloria is a bit startled at his abrupt behavior.

While this is happening, the  watch intently 
and are ready to say something when Ken returns with 

 and sees what’s going on.

two gangs

two beers

YOUNG KEN
Hey man, isn’t it past your
bedtime? Get lost!

YOUNG MIKE
Excuse me? I don’t think so.
What makes you think you get
all the girls? This enchanting
young lady and I were just
getting to know each other, so
buzz off!

YOUNG KEN
Mike, I’m serious, she’s with
me I was just getting her a
drink.

YOUNG MIKE
Get lost, man. Finders
keepers, and besides, you
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weren’t even here!

Meanwhile, both sets of boys are moving into backing 
their own pal, and it gets a bit heated.

YOUNG KEN
I'm not kidding, Michael! Take
a hike,

Nudging him gently away from Gloria and into the 
crowd.

YOUNG MIKE
You’re always pulling this
crap on me. I’m not backing
down anymore! You get lost.

YOUNG KEN
What? I tried to fix you up
with Becky Jo last night, but
she wanted nothing to do with
it. I tried brother.

YOUNG MIKE
Yeah, I’m sure you did. It
looked like you were setting
yourself up pretty freaking
good. NO MORE!

Mike loses shoves Ken in the chest, and Ken flies 
back onto the floor.

Mike is kind of stunned that he finally stood up to 
his older brother. Ken has always gotten the girl and 
many other things in life.

Ken flies back up and hits Mike square on the jaw 
sending him into the wall. At that point, the other 
friends grab Mike and Ken to stop them from killing 
each other as the bar activity stops to see what the 
commotion is all about. There is a tense standoff as 
the yelling and face off continues, but no one will 
release the other. They know there would be a 
terrible fist fight for the brothers.

Finally, Mike shakes off his two buddies.

YOUNG KEN
I’m sorry, Mike. This is
stupid. You have to believe
me. I DID put in a good word
for you. But, I was here
before you and I was at the
bar getting us drinks.

YOUNG MIKE
Fine!

(toward Gloria)
You hang with garbage, you’ll
smell like garbage!


